I Dream A World Exhibit Advisory Committee

Left to right: (Row 1) Almeta Whitis, Dr. Betty Hopkins, Dorothy Smith; (Row 2) Aqua Porter, Joyce Griffin, Vicki Schmitt, Am Soule; (Row 3) Gaynelle Welthera, Nancy Rosenberg, Julie Lane-Hayes, Yvette Cole; (Row 4) Konrin Shelly, Jane Cardinal, Rev. Betty McKay, Absent: Dorothy Dobson, Mary-Frances Winters, Wyoma Best. Photo credit: Laszlo Bodo/Rochester Museum & Science Center © Rochester Museum & Science Center.

African-American women prominent in the fields of the arts, business, education, religion and health and medicine will share their experiences, hopes, insights and struggles which made their dreams become reality in Women Who "Dream A World". In Rochester, a six part African-American history lecture series at the RMSC Gannett School of Science & Man beginning Tuesday, October 27 and continuing through Tuesday, December 1. Each lecture will run from 7 to 8:30 p.m.

The lectures are designed to bring a local perspective to the RMSC’s I Dream A World: Portraits of Black Women Who Changed America exhibit opening on Friday, October 3. I Dream A World documents each participant’s in- diable dreams from being forgotten. Many of the women opened the doors and many advanced America through the modern civil rights and women’s rights. Both the exhibit and related fund-raising event, a public opening sponsored by Xerox Corp. will take place on Tues., Oct. 27. Refreshments will be served.

Dream A World: Portraits of Black Women Who Changed America is available and reservations are required.

Of special interest is the celebration of African-American women’s roles in the nation’s history and the theme of this program, says Sue Chamberlain, Gannett School director. “The lecture series gives African-American women a strong forum to share their insights, their hopes, and their visions. It also helps to expand on our collections and exhibits by giving each participant a different learning experience.”

To register for the series, call 271-4370.
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A two-year project by Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer, Brian Lanker, the exhibit features 75 large-scale black and white photographs of African-American women, unmourned and unrecorded, along with their personal statements. I Dream A World documents each participant’s extraordinary contribution to American culture and includes such women as Mother Clara Hale founder of New York City’s Hale House for babies with AIDS; Bennett College President Glenda Dean; Stacie Scott, political Dr. Anna Arnold Hegeman, the late civil rights activist Segima Pinzelina Cleck and well-known personalities like talk show host Oprah Winfrey, civil rights activist Nina Parks and actress Cicely Tyson.

Lanker, who explains the project’s development in the 160-page exhibition-inspired book, I Dream A World: Black Women Who Changed America, writes: “As a photojournalist, I felt the need to prevent these historic moments from being forgotten. Many of the women opened the doors and many advanced America through the modern civil rights and women’s rights. Both the exhibit and related fund-raising event, a public opening sponsored by Xerox Corp. will take place on Tues., Oct. 27. Refreshments will be served.

Dream A World: Portraits of Black Women Who Changed America is available and reservations are required.
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“Right is of no sex, truth is of no order - God is the father of us all and all we are brethren.”

—Frederick Douglass

**144th Anniversary Douglass Paper**

**THE FREDERICK DOUGLASS VOICE**

“Value of National Black Yellow Pages Cited”

“The National Black Yellow Pages® is working to become the second most important book in the African-American household,” declared Lloyd Edward Cleage, President/CEO. The National Edition of the National Black Yellow Pages®, directory of African & African-American organizations, governmental officials, and businesses, is available at 1-800-LANDMARK or 1-800-526-3627.

Section 1 of the National Black Yellow Pages® displays pertinent African continent and diaspora data. Section 2 lists African & African-American organizations, museums, and colleges and universities. Section 3 highlights African & African-American governmental officials from the mayor of cities to the representatives of states in the presidents of countries. Finally, Section 4 lists African & African-American businesses.

Cleage further stated, “I trust the National Black Yellow Pages® aids the African World Community in 1) volunteering its time to help itself, 2) exercising its right to vote to ensure that its social, political and economic goals are accomplished and 3) redirecting its money to African & American owned organizations & businesses.”

**Aged Exemption — Property Tax**

City Assessor Paul Jacobs today announced that applications for the 1993 Property Tax Aged Exemption have been mailed to city property owners who requested them or who received the exemption on their 1992 tax bills. These exemptions are available to all city owner-occupants of residential properties who will be 65 or older by Dec. 31, 1992, who have owned their homes for two or more years and whose incomes (including Social Security Benefits) did not exceed $21,300.

The range of exemptions available for city property owners meeting these criteria varies from 50% for those with annual incomes of $16,000 or less, to 10% for those with maximum annual incomes of $21,300.

The deadline for returning completed applications is Monday, February 1, 1993.

For more information, contact the City Assessors Office at 428-6994.

**FOLKS... WHY NOT FORM THE HABIT OF BRINGING YOUR CLOTHES TO...**

**SPEEDY’S**

190 COURT STREET

BRING YOUR WINTER GARMEN T TO OUR PLANT: WE WILL DRY CLEAN THEM AND RETURN TO YOU IN... NEW MOTH PROOF BAGS... THE MOTH PROOF BAGS ARE “FREE OF CHARGE”

SPECIALIZING IN... Dry Cleaning and Laundry etc.

COME IN TODAY!

**MODERN FISH MARKET**

Complete Line of Fresh & Salt Water Fish... 825 Joseph Avenue
Rochester, New York Telephone: 232-5677

**NICK TAHOU’S Texas Hots**

320 MAIN ST. WEST

Specializing In Hots and Hamburgers

One Of The Best Hot Sauces In Town

24 Hour Service Free Parking in Rear

**ORCHID OF THE MONTH**

To: Norman Kenny

For outstanding work in this community!
October 29, 1992
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I.S. HUNT PAINT CO.
390 THURSTON ROAD • 436-9270

PAINT EXTRAVAGANZA

New England's Finest Premium Paint Available Here

© Old Paint © Formica
© Fabrics © Other Brands
© Metal © Wood © Plastics

WE'LL MATCH YOUR COLOR SAMPLES!!

HUNT'S PAINT SERVICES

• Wall paint color matches
• On site paint inspections
• Paint contractor referrals
• Color assistance

†Small fee added for custom mixes

I.S. HUNT PAINT CO.
Your full Service Store

NEW YORK STATE UNITED TEACHERS. The people who work in New York’s public schools, colleges and universities.

277 Alexander Street, Rochester, New York 14607 (716) 454-6500

STRAIGHT... NO CHASER

by Gloria E. Winston

Something has gone wrong in our community! Something that this writer believes is not necessarily going to be cured by a new president, a civilian review board, focusing on budget crises or signing pledges promising to work on racism.

Our children seem to hate each other and themselves. Somewhere we have lost the ability to teach our children first, the love of self, and equally as important, the love and Respect of others lives. I have spoken with many young adults who do mourn the loss of their peers in the traditional sense. I know those who lost family members and friends to a violent, unnatural death and treat the incident so “matter-of-factly” it is frightening. As a product of this community, I often ponder the question, “where did we go wrong?” I say “we” because I am as guilty as anyone else of failing to communicate effectively, love and respect for our young men and women, who see violence/loss of life as the only answer to any misunderstanding.

As a youngster, there was no one that would “throw down” any quicker than this writer. There have always been “gangs,” territorial perceptions, and fights about them... but where did the killing begin? I, personally, have never wanted to kill anyone, even though they may have whipped my natural behind...especially and particularly if someone looked like me (as in, same color). I have always loved myself enough not to want to kill me! Who do I believe I have to thank? God first, my parents second, and third, all the other surrogate family members in the community who did not fear me; and had no problem letting the telephone call to my home, get there before me, if I was out of line. I have my teachers to thank. Mine all cared and tried to build relationships. They did not fear me and they were in control of their classrooms. They had more lesson plans than Xerox paper/copies. We did not go to school to do anything other than learn, and they in turn came to school only to teach. They looked like teachers and of course, our schools did look like schools and not armed camps, with high paid administrators spending more time in

Continued on page 4
"STOPPING VIOLENCE — A Community Agenda For Change"

Not just another conference — this is one you definitely don’t want to miss. On November 12, 13 and 14 Rochester will host the sixth annual conference sponsored by the Center for the Study and Stabilization of the Black Family (CSSBF) at the Genesee Plaza Holiday Inn Downtown, 120 East Main Street.

CSSBF was established at Niagara University in Niagara Falls, New York, to work in the area of urban revitalization for the Black family. The family in general, and the Black family in particular, is likely to become one of the central issues of the next decade. The concerns and the needs of the Black family are so great, they demand the attention of all public, religious and private officials.

CSSBF, in affiliation with the National Black Family Summit and the Urban Leage of Rochester, more than 20 workshops and several panel discussions have been designed to address the issues of moral values, academic achievement, educational goals, parenting skills, and social relationships.

The comprehensive theme of the conference is: "The Black Family Progressing Against All Odds" — with a Special Thematic Focus "Stopping Violence — A Community Agenda For Change," This focus is particularly timely in light of the escalating concerns about violence in the African/American community and the response to the Rodney King verdict and recent incident in Downtown Rochester at Midtown Plaza.

This conference has three major anticipated outcomes: (1) A publication of the papers and proceedings of the conference; (2) a written agenda containing strategies, a community assessment model and indepth recommendations for addressing violence in communities designed in a manner that will be useful and effective for any community mobilizing against violence; and (3) a consultant service to assist communities in their efforts to combat violence.

Everyone is encouraged to register early for this vital 3-day conference. Special added attractions:

- Rites of passage ceremony, rap sessions, spiritual hour. Friday evening keynote speaker, Clementine Burfield from Detroit, Michigan, founder and president of S.O.S.A.D. (Save Our Sons And Daughters).
- Dinner/Dance featuring Lisa George and Band (African or semi-formal attire please). Pre-registration discounts available until Friday, November 6th.

For more information call 544-3865 or 544-7655.

---

**SIXTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE**

**THE BLACK FAMILY**

**PROGRESSING AGAINST ALL ODDS**

Theme: "Stopping The Violence: A Community Agenda For Change"

---

**CRITICS FAMILY RESTAURANT**

906 W. Main St.
Rochester, N.Y.
235-6911

---

**Snuffy's Birdland, Inc.**

Specializing in:

- Chicken • Wings • Ribs • Shrimp
- Snuffy Burger

90 Webster, Avenue
Rochester, New York 14608
(716) 482-1953

---

**Jazzin in the French Quarter**

The spice of New Orleans comes to the RMSC
8pm, Saturday
November 7

- World-renowned Creole chef Leah Chase from I Dream A World serves up jambalaya and gumbo
- Cool jazz by the Nate Rawls Band
- African drumbeats of Clyde Alajifu Morgan
- Rochester-area restaurants will also offer their specialties

Buy your tickets (through Oct. 30) at the RMSC museum reception desk, Kitabu Kingdom, Village Green Bookstores, Borders Book Shop or All Day Sunday.

Tickets: $30 per person.

Visit I Dream A World: Portraits of Black Women Who Changed America by Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer Brian Lanker. October 23 - December 6 at the RMSC

---

**American Heart Association**

We're Fighting For Your Life